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Abstract

Remote working is becoming increasingly popular and many large organisations are asking their employees to work from home. However, several studies have shown that groups who make decisions over videoconferencing take longer to complete tasks, are less effective and are less satisfied with the result. The ability for a communication medium to convey information, cues or symbols to its users has been theorised to influence team/communication performance. Videoconferencing fails to communicate these non-verbal behaviours, which provide complementary information to speech. For example, the inability to use gaze to help indicate the next speaker means that conversations over videoconferencing typically contain more explicit handovers such as names.

This thesis presents Spatial, a new spatially faithful videoconferencing application that captures the aspects of face-to-face conversations that are not available on standard systems. Unlike previous work, which requires specialised equipment or setups, Spatial focuses on work-from-home environments. Spatial aims to replicate the spatial characteristics of face-to-face conversations, using commodity hardware. It builds environments that ensure that both visual and auditory communication can be transmitted directionally and as wholly as possible. Using Spatial they can calibrate their working environments to ensure that their experience is free from perspective distortions.

We show that under Spatial, groups replicate conversation characteristics of face-to-face interactions. They completed a cooperative decision-making task in a shorter amount of time, took less time for turns and interrupted each other less.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet and advances in technology have introduced and promoted new possibilities in working arrangements. Remote working has become increasingly popular [7] and many large companies are switching to virtual teams [8]. In the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, a report stated that 71% of employers are struggling to adapt to remote work, with three in four employers asking employees to work from home [9]. Large communication firms are reporting significant upticks in their videoconferencing services [10,11]; however, surveys suggest that teams’ productivity has decreased [9]. Furthermore, shifting communications to meet remote needs is listed in the top three challenges of moving to virtual teams, and 35% of employers are grappling with changes in employee productivity [9]. The functionality and productivity of virtual teams are profoundly affected by the mediation of these communication and collaboration technologies [12].

Virtual teams typically use online videoconferencing as a replacement for face-to-face meetings, however, research has shown teams take more time to complete tasks over this medium [13]. Group decision-making tasks are particularly affected, with previous work suggesting that videoconferencing leads to a reduction in group effectiveness, increase in task duration and decrease in member satisfaction [13]. Many theories that explain and predict the impact of the communication medium on performance, focus on the amount of information, cues or symbols that the medium conveys. They make the argument that communication media which convey more information lead to individuals who are better able to understand more complex messages, and therefore increased task performance [14]. These non-verbal behaviours, which provide complementary information to speech, help to sustain and regulate the conversation [15]. However, even though some visual cues are used in a similar way to face-to-face communication, this does not translate to a similar task performance or accuracy [16].

In group conversations, visual cues such as head-turning and eye-gaze play a vital role in speaker switching. These two behaviours rely on the notion of directionality [17]. However, videoconferencing systems typically use a single camera input and a single video output. This single perspective view of the camera doesn’t preserve the spatial characteristics of a face-to-face situation. In a real physical environment, different users do not share the same view of others. In particular, in group videoconferencing, the collapsed viewer effect, nicknamed the Mona Lisa Effect occurs (see Figure 1.1) when observers feel that are looked at when other participants look at the camera [18]. Selective gaze is the ability to concentrate on a particular person, and all observers in the conversation are aware who the attention target is. Selective gaze supports the regulation and syn-
chronisation of conversation, including providing feedback on how the listener perceives a verbal message [19]. Without selective gaze, conversations are filled with unnecessary conversation negotiations for a person to gain the floor. By building a spatial environment into our videoconferencing applications, we can use these visual cues again and have more efficient conversations.

Previous work on restoring these non-verbal cues, have used idealistic environments. This includes the use of specialised hardware such as video-tunnel translucent displays [20], custom-built hardware [21], or expensive hardware. However, it is important to determine whether gains in virtual team performance can be achieved with the use of commodity hardware, and thereby help companies adapt to new working environments. Work-from-home environments typically include a laptop connected to an external monitor. The goal of this project is to investigate, with the addition of an external webcam, whether we can recreate these spatial environments and whether they improve a team’s performance.

1.1 Objectives and Scope

This project investigates the effect of spatial-faithfulness on work-from-home environments in group decision-making. Unlike previous work, we specifically focus on the growing number of virtual teams, who do not have access to specialised hardware or expensive commodity hardware. We aim to reduce the amount of setup work each participant has
to do to use such a system. Curved monitors (see Figure 1.2) do a better job of emulating a three-dimensional space than flat monitors, creating the illusion of peripheral vision. Their price and low uptake make them unsuitable for this project. Also, because of the time constraints of this project, building a full videoconferencing system from scratch would be infeasible. Therefore, as part of the design work, an open-source project was selected from a desired feature list. This project aims to investigate whether a spatially faithful videoconferencing solution will improve group decision making in a typical work-from-home environment. This could help solve the productivity gap between virtual teams and conventional workplace teams and provide the basis for further innovation in videoconferencing.

1.2 Contributions and Novelty

The contributions within this work as follows:

- I introduce Spatial, a spatially faithful videoconferencing application. It is a WebRTC videoconferencing application built on the existing OpenVidu platform which generates and manages spatially faithful video conferences. It also provides calibration functionality and performs media transformations to replicate a face-to-face conversation over video.

- I also design a new evaluation task for analysis of group decision-making behaviour. Evaluation of previous work either focused on structured conversations or other subjective aims such as trust. While important to study, they do not focus on the typical group decision-making conversations that occur over videoconferencing. This new evaluation task is based on the hidden profile paradigm, exhibited in many group decision-making situations.

- Finally, I present an evaluation of Spatial using the new evaluation task, to determine whether spatially faithful videoconferencing applications can help group decision-making through conversation and team performance analysis.

Our results show that groups using Spatial, compared to a gallery view system, took less time per turn, required fewer turns to complete the task, and interrupted each other less. These results show that introducing spatial cues to work-from-home environments is possible, and they improve our group decision-making process over conventional videoconferencing.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter contextualises the research presented in this thesis by discussing the theoretical background, model, and previous work. It first discusses the architecture and technologies used by a typical videoconferencing application. Then we introduce the theoretical sociolinguistics background of conversation analysis, showing the use of gaze to present the problem it seeks to address. Finally, we present a model for spatial awareness, defining the problem and use it to compare prior work attempting to achieve spatial awareness.

2.1 Architecture of a videoconferencing application

This section discusses the typical architecture of a videoconferencing application and the technologies that it uses. The architecture shown is based on OpenVidu [22] and BigBlueButton [23], two popular open-source videoconferencing applications.

![Diagram of Typical Videoconferencing Application Architecture](image)

**Figure 2.1:** Typical videoconferencing application architecture

2.1.1 Client-Server model

Video conferencing applications typically use the client-server model. The client-server model partitions tasks between the provider of a service or resource, called servers and the
requesters of the service, called clients. Typical videoconferencing applications partition their services over two separate types of servers: the application server and the media server (as shown in Figure 2.1).

The main (OpenVidu or BigBlueButton) application server handles the administrative side of the application, including authentication, creating sessions and managing the users. The media server handles the transcoding, recording and multiplexing of the media streams between the clients. The benefit of this separation is that videoconferencing applications need not reinvent the wheel and can use an existing media server such as the Kurento Media Server [24].

### 2.1.2 WebRTC

WebRTC is an open standard which supports video, voice, and data to be sent between peers; typically used for voice and video communication solutions in the browser. The main benefit of WebRTC is that it is supported by all modern browsers, with SDKs available for desktop and mobile applications. This presents WebRTC as the preferred option to a native videoconferencing, as developers are assured their software is supported by the vast majority of platforms.

### 2.1.3 Kurento media server

While users can communicate directly with each other over WebRTC, in practice, a media server is used for larger-scale deployments. Kurento Media Server (KMS) is a popular media server used by several open-source videoconferencing applications [24]. The main benefits of using a media server over a direct peer-to-peer connection are:

1. **Transcoding:** The media server can dynamically change the quality of a media stream of a peer, based on their internet connection, without affecting other peers’ feeds.

2. **Group Communications:** The media server can mix multiple streams together into one composite stream to reduce bandwidth. This is especially important in homes, where the upload speed of a home broadband connection is, on average, an order of magnitude slower than download speed [25]. Therefore, sending multiple media streams can easily create a bottleneck.

3. **Recording:** Since all media streams are routed through a server, it can act as a central recording site.

### 2.1.4 Broadcast channel

The HTML living standard [26] defines a `BroadcastChannel` interface which supports communication between different browsing contexts of the same origin (same scheme, e.g. https, domain, e.g. `google.com` and port, e.g. 80). Messages are broadcast to all objects listening on the channel. This supports client-side communication between tabs and windows without requiring a server relay. This is easily enabled by creating a `BroadcastChannel` object, provided by the Javascript browser API.
2.2 Turn-taking and feedback

In sociolinguistics, studies have explored a model of turn-taking in conversations and whether a relationship exists between gaze behaviour and turn-taking. This section summarises this work for further understanding of the theoretical background of conversations.

In group discussion and many forms of verbal interaction participants, take turns to talk [27], named “one party talks at a time” \(^1\). This widely accepted model (see Figure 2.2) developed by Schegloff, Sacks and Jefferson (SSJ), provides a simple mechanism by which participants engage in conversation [27]. The current speaker in conversation may select the next speaker, e.g. by addressing them by name. If this does not occur, a speaker can self select once the previous turn breaks down. If not, the current speaker can continue to speak.

![SSJ model of turn-taking in conversation.](image)

Schegloff et al. [27] describes four ways of selecting someone to speak next:

1. Directly addressing a specific party: “John, is this right”, “What do you think about this?”
2. Addressed tag questions attached to the end of an utterance “..., you know?”, “..., aren’t you?”
3. Elliptics, reduced questions that follow or interrupt a turn, interpreted by reference to that turns’ talk, thereby automatically addressing its speaker. “How much did you say?”, “today?”
4. Social identities can make someone immediately selectable without explicit addressing. Schegloff et al. give the example of two couples in conversation, so if someone says “You should go to the movies with us” there is no doubt who “you” and “us” refer, and consequently who is selected to speak.

2.2.1 The role of gaze

While SSJ presents a simple model for conversations, it omits several important aspects of face-to-face conversations. For example, it does not discuss the use of nonverbal signals such as gaze, which is used to regulate turn-taking [19]. Kendon identified it as an

---

\(^1\) Critics have argued this is not universal or essential for communication, however concurrent communication’s turns are typically required to be short and simple for comprehension. [28]
2.3 CONVERSATION ANALYSIS

essential signal of both yielding and holding the turn. The paper noted that over 70% of the utterances terminating with the speaker gazing at another participant were followed immediately by talk from the gaze target, in contrast to only 29% ending without gaze. This effect is even more important in group interactions [29], when a speaker may gaze at the desired next speaker to win their attention and thus have an acknowledged speaking turn. Gaze in group interactions serves, not only as a cue for turn-taking, but also engaging someone’s attention, which is more important in group conversations, “a group speaker cannot assume an auditor but must engage one” [29, p. 168].

Gaze has been shown to improve a participant’s ability to predict the outcome of an upcoming transfer of the floor [30]. In a three-person (triad) party, the primary addressee looks at the speaker rather than the secondary addressee, contributing to the primary addressee being more likely to take the next turn. Previous research has shown in video-mediated communication, where gaze information is not readily available, participants use more explicit handovers, as it is the easiest method to hand over the floor to a specific individual [31].

2.2.2 The role of directionality

Another important factor lost in gallery-view video-mediated conversations is directionality. In face-to-face communication, where participants are in different physical locations, the speaker can use directionality to control the floor. For example, a speaker can acknowledge an interruption, with directional hand-gestures, indicating to the interrupter they intend to yield the floor soon. Spatial auditory signals typically play a role in identifying the source of the simultaneous starters, and gaze plays a role in the negotiation of who will gain control of the floor next.

Research has noted, in audio-conferencing, notably with no visual cues, turn-taking becomes a lot more explicit, and difficulties occur. In dyadic conversations, Beattie et al. [32] noted that verbal cues such as intonation and grammatical junctures would take over the function of turn-yielding.

2.3 Conversation Analysis

This section summarises of the conversation characteristics used in coding conversations based on approaches from previous work [31]. We use this specification in the evaluation section to test the different systems.

Auditory Backchannels: Short utterances given in the background, produced by listeners to indicate functions such as attention, support or acceptance. Importantly, backchannels do not compete with the speaker for the floor.

Interruptions: Instances of simultaneous speech when there is no indication by the first speaker that they are about to relinquish the floor. These are deliberate attempts to gain the conversational floor without the prior consent of the current speaker, and they always occur in mid-turn.

Overlaps: Instances of simultaneous speech which follow signals given by the speaker to indicate that they may relinquish the conversation floor. We measure three different types of overlap:
1. **Projection/completion:** This overlap occurs when the next speaker anticipates that the current speaker is about to finish or tries to help with the “forward movement” of an outgoing turn. The next speaker may overlap to complete the current speaker’s turn simultaneously. This may occur when the next speaker perceives that the first is having some difficulty in completing their turn.

2. **Floorholding:** This overlap occurs when the next speaker tries to take the floor while the current speaker attempts to hold the floor while producing words that do not contain any information.

3. **Simultaneous starts:** This overlap occurs when two participants concurrently begin a new turn. These occur when a previous speaker has just finished, and two or more speakers (which may include the previous speaker) compete for the floor.

**Handovers:** When speakers signal that they intend to relinquish the floor using explicit verbal cues. These involve [27]:

1. **Direct addressing:** Using a name or personally identifiable description to indicate whom a question is aimed about.

2. **Addressed tag questions:** These include “..., you know?”, “..., aren’t you?”

3. **Elliptics:** Reduced questions that follow a turn, thereby automatically addressing its speaker. Note, if the elliptic interrupts rather than follows the speaker, it is marked as a projection/completion.

4. **Social Identities:** Making someone immediately selectable without explicit addressing.

### 2.4 Group decision-making

Group decision-making occurs under the assumption that no single participant can determine, with certainty, the correct or best choice pre-discussion; the optimal decision can only be found by pooling the unshared information. Such situations are called *hidden profiles* [33].

In workplaces, groups bring together individuals, typically from different departments and levels, with “*unique, relevant and often diverse information sets*” [34], and if pooled efficiently should be able to achieve superior outcomes. However, research has consistently shown that groups fail to pool information, relying on pre-group discussion alternatives, rather than discussing new information that could help [35]. This effect is reinforced over videoconferencing, with video-mediated groups producing worse quality decisions compared to face-to-face [36]. Our goal is to improve the quality of decisions made using videoconferencing.

### 2.5 Spatial awareness

This section will introduce vocabulary to ease discussion of both the capabilities of this project and prior work. Built on, from widely used gaze awareness definitions [18, 37]:
2.6. Previous work

Over the past three decades, researchers in the fields of Sociolinguistics and Computer Science have explored whether spatial faithfulness affects group discussions, both for decision-making and other objectives. This section will summarise several key publications and present their contributions and differences. This section will compare the performance measures they used to evaluate their systems, e.g. trust and conversation efficiency, and the tasks types, e.g. debates, cooperative tasks.

![User seated in front of Hydra units.](image)

Figure 2.3: User seated in front of Hydra units. [1]

2.6.1 Conversation efficiency

One method of measuring the task efficiency is by performing conversation analysis to determine whether visual cues are leading to more productive conversations, e.g. fewer interruptions, and fewer simultaneous starts. Sellen et al. [21] investigated the relationship between conversation efficiency and directionality using the Hydra system. They simulated 4-way round-table meetings using phone-like Hydra devices. Each device contained a camera, a small LCD monitor and a speaker, replacing a participants’ position in each meeting with a Hydra device (see Figure 2.3). While Hydra used a similar number of explicit handovers as compared to a standard gallery-view solution (see Figure 1.1), they noted fewer conversation breakdowns where participants did not know whom the speaker was addressing. Hydra was successful in facilitating selective listening and selective gaze, achieving full spatial-awareness, however the authors evaluated their system using informal debates. In competitive conversations, holding the floor is equated with winning the argument and thus, competition for the floor would be expected [38]. While in cooperative

Mutual Spatial Faithfulness: every observer in a system is simultaneously aware whether they are the attention target.

Partial Spatial Faithfulness: a system in which the apparent direction (up, down, left, or right) of the attention target, as seen by the observer, is the actual direction of the attention target.

Full Spatial Faithfulness: a system in which there is a one-to-one mapping between the apparent attention target and the actual attention target.

From these definitions, most videoconferencing systems do not achieve any form of spatial faithfulness.
conversations, as individuals share the same goal, participants are motivated to cooperate in floor sharing.

Wekhoven et al. [2] also investigated the relationship of spatiality in video conferences and conversation efficiency. They constructed three identical workplaces which utilised an isotropic layout of recorders. In isotropic layouts each participant has a monitor and video camera pair for each of the remote participants, also achieving full spatial-awareness (see Figure 2.4). They evaluated their system using a problem-solving and decision-making exercise. They concluded both that persuasive force (the ability to change another person’s opinion) is significantly stronger under isotropic conditions and participants communicate almost twice as much unshared information under mediated conditions than face-to-face conditions. The project was aimed at replicating a face-to-face situation, as closely as possible, therefore users sat far away (1.25m) from the screen and camera in identical workspaces. While the researchers performed conversation analysis, it only covered the wider categories of conversation artefacts (e.g. handovers, overlaps etc.) and did not present an in-depth discussion on their results. Furthermore, while enough to make out facial expressions, the researchers were limited to low image quality streams, by today’s standards.

Researchers [6,39,40] have used the map task as a standard test for videoconferencing analysis because it requires information transfer through spoken dialogue (see Figure 2.5). Introduced by Anderson et al. [3], a pair of participants are given a map scattered with landmarks, but only one person’s map contains a route. The goal of the task is for the giver to verbally articulate the trail’s path to the receiver, who must replicate the
trail on their own map. Boyle et al. [6] used this task to compare task outcome and conversation efficiency between users who could or could not see each other. Doherty-Sneddeon et al. [40] created the illusion of eye-contact using half-silvered mirrors in front of a videocamera and compared it to an audio-only solution.

They reported that groups using videoconferencing that enabled eye contact took longer to complete the task, than groups with no eye-contact or even no video. However, the map task typically creates structured conversation, as the dialogue is one-sided, from the participant with the filled map to the one with the empty map. This leads to conversations, where turn-taking only occurs for confirmation or clarification. This makes it a poor measure for group decision-making problems where conversation is typically a lot more investigative, and information isn’t concentrated with one participant.

2.6.2 Trust

Trust is often cited as an essential prerequisite for effective virtual teams [41]. Research has shown that virtual teams with high degrees of trust are more focused on task output and provide more substantive, productive feedback [42]. Nguyen et al. [43] investigated the link between spatial faithfulness and trust, showing that systems that introduce these spatial distortions negatively affect trust formation patterns, while spatial faithfulness eliminates these effects. Full spatial faithfulness for a group was achieved using an array of projectors and cameras. Pan et al. [20] also presented similar results for videoconferencing in which participants sought advice from supposed experts. Comparing traditional flat and spherical display, they demonstrated that spatial distortions negatively affect trust formation patterns. However, other research has shown that the formation of trust is unnecessary for a virtual team to deliver a quality result, and meta-analysis has suggested the existence of common method biases and potential overestimation of correlations [44]. Therefore, this project focuses on objective performance indicators, rather than trust, to combat these biases.

2.6.3 Eye accuracy

![Images of a user captured by the camera mounted above a 27inch computer display at a normal working distance [4]](image)

Gaze awareness, seen as a subset of spatial awareness [18], has also been explored in literature. Video conferencing applications rarely allow mutual gaze due to the discrepancy
between the camera’s position and the image of the other person’s eyes. Figure 2.6 illustrates when the user is looking at their partner’s eyes, in the middle of the screen, it appears as if they are not looking at their partner.

Chen and Milton [45] investigated this effect in videoconferencing and formulated requirements for avoiding the eye gaze skew. They stated that the camera needs to be located within 1 degree horizontally and 5 degrees vertically from the on-screen representation of the remote participant to ensure eye contact. A popular solution to this problem is the use of videotunnels [37, 40]. These use a combination of half-silvered mirrors and translucent displays to remove the camera offset while not obscuring the monitor. Vertegaal et al. [46] achieved gaze awareness using eye trackers and an array of cameras around each subject. These approaches required specialised setups and therefore, unlikely to be used in a work-from-home environment. Recent work has explored the use of neural networks [47] to correct any unwanted eye offset. While these are purely software solutions, there is a lack of user studies or consideration of real-world issues such as when users are intentionally looking away, e.g. to signal thought.

Most studies of eye contact and spatial awareness focus on two-person (dyadic) communication [6, 38, 40]. However, as research has shown [48], the benefits of video-mediated communication are more substantial in larger groups, e.g. visual identification of the momentary speaker. Turn-taking and feedback, become much more important in larger groups since the attention target is not immediately apparent.

2.6.4 Summary

While several parts of this project have been already explored in papers dated 1996 - 2003, many of them were forced to compromise due to the limitations in hardware available. For example, Anderson et al. [49] notes a limitation in only been able to encode and decode 240p video streams. Since the publication of this work in 2000, there has been a substantial increase in the quality of videoconferencing systems. While the ability to transmit additional information, such as visual cues or gestures, does not directly impact the ability to absorb or communicate information [50]. Further research has shown that perceived video quality impacts attitudes such as user satisfaction and acceptance which indirectly impact communication ability [51]. They all describe setups which either used expensive hardware, expert calibration or idealistic environments, such as large working areas. One of the main objectives of this project is to investigate a system that can run on commodity hardware in typical home offices. Another critical change is advancement in network and hardware availability. Isotropic layouts incur a higher network demand because of the increase in media streams sent. However, broadband speed has increased massively, with the average UK residential household internet speed doubling almost four times in a decade [25].
Chapter 3

Model

This chapter provides the reader with a description of Spatial, a spatially faithful videoconferencing application. First, the model of the environment is presented, and the desired physical setup of the environment. Secondly, a calibration process is described, showing how we can use classical camera calibration techniques to calibrate our environments.

3.1 Abstract model

This section describes the abstract environment of the spatially faithful system. Our environment is based on an example physical setting, which is then mapped to a virtual environment. Next, constraints are introduced to ensure the environment is spatially faithful.

The model introduced in this section can extend to any number of participants.

![Figure 3.1: Diagram of four individuals around a round-top table](image)

The virtual environment we plan to emulate by this system is a circular round-top table, each equidistant away from each other and in view of the rest of the participants (see Figure 3.1).  

---

1 Seating positions in group contexts can have a significant impact on the group dynamic, interpersonal communication and friendship formations [52], however this is not covered in this work.
We define the math operator $<$ as to the positional left of. For example, from observers $A$ and $D$, $B < C$.

Next, we define a local spatial order, i.e. from an observers point-of-view, the order in which the other participants are apparent. For example, from observer $A$, the spatial order is $B < C < D$.

Finally, we can define a global spatial order, taken in a clockwise direction, the order in which the other participants are sat. This spatial view importantly is circular. For example, the global spatial order is $A < B < C < D$. Each local spatial order for every participant is a subset of the global spatial order.

We define a spatial connection as a virtual connection between two participants. Each spatial connection can be thought of as a virtual window, in which directional sound/video from the one individual passes to the other. If a participant looks at one of these windows, the other participant is aware that they are the attention target. These virtual windows satisfy the requirement for mutual spatial faithfulness, since for a given attention source, each observer in the system, is aware whether they are the attention target.

As each local spatial order is a subset of the global spatial order, the order of participants is shared between observers. Therefore, they are aware of the direction of a potential attention source since the order is shared between all observers. This satisfies the requirement for partial spatial faithfulness. As our environment has mutual and partial spatial faithfulness, our system is assured to be fully spatially faithful.

## 3.2 Physical design

This section describes the physical design of the spatially faithful videoconferencing system, which obeys the constraints of the model introduced in the previous section. This physical design is then used to influence our design and implementation choices.

Literature reviews have highlighted inconsistencies between the positive and negative relations between the “virtualness” (teams that are more or less virtual) and team performance [53]. However, research on memory has found that individuals are better able to remember items when items are naturally presented [54]. Therefore mapping our virtual environment into a familiar physical space, should result in higher levels of participant satisfaction.

### 3.2.1 Individual site design

![Figure 3.2: Example of a dual flat monitor setup.](image)
Our defined work-from-home environment is a participant in their own site using a laptop and an external monitor. Each participant will sit in the centre of the two monitors, with a full view of both screens (see Figure 3.3). This two-screen setup will enable a three-person conference. The aim is to use these monitors to act as a window to a remote participant. Each screen will display a different participant (see Figure 3.2). Unlike previous studies, we use webcams instead of video cameras [2,18]. The main benefit is that webcams typically use wide-angle lenses, as they are designed for close usage. Therefore participants can sit closer to their screens, rather than larger distances that had to be employed by previous work. For the laptop screen, the built-in webcam located above the screen is used, and for the external monitor, an external webcam is used. Additionally, each participant will wear headphones or use stereo speakers to take advantage of the positional sound.

### 3.2.2 Full conference design

Figure 3.3 shows an example three participant conference, each remotely located, each with two monitors and two cameras. Camera A1 is displayed on screen B2, and Camera B2 is displayed on screen A1. Camera B1 is displayed on screen C2, and Camera C2 is displayed on screen B1. Camera C1 is displayed on screen A2, and Camera A2 is displayed on screen C1. This preserves mutual, partial and full spatial awareness across all locations - person A would be able to determine the attention target of person B, even if the target is person C.

![Figure 3.3: Physical design of a three-party setup](image)

As we are targeting a work-from-home environment, each participant is likely to have two screens of different sizes; therefore, the angle between the screens and the desk is likely to be incongruous. The angles will be computationally determined by the relative sizes of the screens and the location of the participant. Figure 3.4 provides an alternative design where participants have screens of different dimensions.

![Figure 3.4: Physical design of a three-party setup, with participants A and C has different sized screens](image)

**Audio design**

We also want to ensure that our environment is audibly spatially faithful, as these play an essential role in identifying a new speaker and turn-taking negotiation. We can achieve this by applying 3D audio effects to our remote participant audio streams. 3D audio
allows you to specify the location of an audio source in virtual space. In Figure 3.3, participant A will hear B’s voice from their left side, and C’s voice from their right side.

### 3.2.3 Gaze awareness

A parallax effect occurs when the local participant does not perceive eye contact with the remote participant due to the physical distance between the camera and the image (see Figure 2.6). While not explicitly covered by this work, considerations were made in the physical design of this system to minimise this effect. Chen [45] presented a requirement for eye contact: the video camera needs to be located within 1 degree horizontally and 5 degrees vertically from the on-screen representation of the on-screen representation. Assuming the remote participant’s eyes are located 20% of the screen’s height, from the top edge and a distance of 1cm between the screen edge and webcam lens. For a 13-inch (33.0cm) laptop screen, this translates into a distance of 87cm from screen edge to eyes, and for a 23-inch (58.4cm) monitor, a sitting distance of 142cm. This is unfeasible for a standard working environment as the majority of people will be sitting at a desk, a lot closer than 142cm.

Several researchers have explored solutions to this parallax problem. Giger et al. [55] generated a 3D face model that matched the user’s face and inserted it into the original’s image. He et al. [56] trained a generative adversarial neural network to generate different gaze directions, which was also inserted into the original image. However, the lack of literature on user studies or implementations into existing solutions is concerning, furthermore, neither provided solutions for determining whether the user is actually looking at the screen or not. The GAZE-2 [46] study noted that large angular eye shifts were actually considered distracting by the participants, which could prove detrimental to performance and user satisfaction.

Therefore, we decided against including gaze correction techniques, as it would require a large amount of work to address problems that current literature has not solved. A benefit, however, of the physical design, is participants will be centre aligned in each screen, so while eye contact may not strictly be achieved, participants should be able to determine whether they are the attention target easily.

### 3.3 Calibration model

To ensure that each participant’s individual site, correctly follows the physical design, we must design a mechanism for individual setups to be calibrated. It is worth noting that people do not sit still during video conferences so any precise calibration effort would be futile as they would require to be continually updated. Instead, we aim for a best-effort approach.

Humans have been shown to be less sensitive to small spatial distortions in natural scenes [57], and observers’ expectations of familiar shapes, such as faces, allow them to tolerate noticeable distortions [58]. This allows us to consider less accurate but more user-friendly solutions.

#### 3.3.1 Calibration measurements

We need to ensure that each participant’s visual and audio setup does not lead to distortions or misaligned perspectives that look incorrect to other participants or worse confuse
Figure 3.5: Diagram showing two calibration measurements. Yellow: Total field-of-view angle, Blue: Screen field-of-view

them. Previous work avoided this problem by providing specialised laboratory workspaces and hardware [18,21], which required experts to set up and specialised equipment installed; however, we are targeting commodity setups. We are concerned about changing the angle of our monitors (and thereby webcams) to ensure that the field-of-view of each monitor is correct.

1. **Total Field-of-View**: The angle of a participant’s field of view that is obscured by the monitors. This is the amount of physical space dedicated to the virtual environment.

2. **Screen Field-of-View**: The angle of a participant’s field of view that is obscured by a particular monitor. This is the amount of physical space dedicated to a remote participant.

From Figure 3.5 it is clear to see that the total field-of-view is simply the sum of each of the screen’s field-of-views. Therefore, we can work on calibrating each screen separately, ensuring each remote participant is given the correct proportion of the participant’s physical space.

Figure 3.6: The three degrees of freedom of a human head can be described by the egocentric rotation angles pitch, roll, and yaw. [5]
3.3.2 Single screen calibration

Typical camera calibration algorithms provide rotational information such as head pose (see Figure 3.6); this is typically denoted using Tait-Bryan angles, which split into yaw, pitch and roll. We only care about the **yaw**, shown as the (green angle on Figure 3.7).

However, we want to calculate the angle between the participant’s neutral position (looking in the centre of their setup) and the far edge of the monitor. That is, we want to calculate the amount of space that is obscured in the person’s view (blue angle on Figure 3.7).

![Figure 3.7: Diagram comparing the angle of webcams with true field-of-view.](image)

Therefore we must devise a mathematical relationship between these two angles.

3.3.3 Calculating field-of-view

![Figure 3.8: Diagram of the lengths and angles created between the subject’s head, their screen and webcam. The bottom plane represents the screen, and the top point represents the subject’s eyes.](image)

**Measured values (inputs)**

**Screen width** $l$: The width length of the selected screen in cm.

**Head pose** $\gamma$: The angle between the centre of the screen and the subject can be measured using camera calibration algorithms.
3.3. CALIBRATION MODEL

**Head to screen length** \(d\): The distance between the user’s head and the centre of the screen.

Now we can apply multiple iterations of the sine and cosine rule to calculate \(\gamma\).

To calculate \(i\):

\[
\left(\frac{l}{2}\right)^2 = i^2 + d^2 - 2id \cos(\delta)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Next we can calculate \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\):

\[
\frac{\sin \alpha}{d} = \frac{\sin \delta}{\frac{l}{2}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

\[
\beta = \pi - \alpha
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

We can use this information to calculate the inside distance \(d'\):

\[
d'^2 = i^2 + \left(\frac{l}{2}\right)^2 - 2i\frac{l}{2} \cos(\beta)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

Now finally, we can calculate \(\gamma\):

\[
\frac{\sin \beta}{d'} = \frac{\sin(\gamma - \delta)}{\frac{l}{2}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Once we have a value for our screen field-of-view, we can instruct users to adjust their screen and webcam angle as necessary. If the centre-to-subject distance is kept constant, users can simply adjust the angle of each monitor without recalculating the distance between their head and the inside edge.

For flat monitors, users are told to adjust the angle of their monitors, and thereby their webcam, pivoting around the centre point.
Chapter 4

Preparation and Design

This Chapter presents the design of the implementation of *Spatial*. First, we discuss the implementation design of the videoconferencing system, explaining any design choices that have been made. Secondly, we provide a design for the evaluation, identifying the limitations with previous solutions and introducing an alternative evaluation task.

4.1 Implementation design

This section presents the architecture design of the implementation. We conducted a small survey of open-source videoconferencing applications that we could begin to build on for this project.

4.1.1 Requirements

**Open-Source:** An open-source system would allow us to make any required changes to the underlying system.

**Well documented:** We wished to use a system that provided clear documentation for use and extension of their system.

**Language familiarity:** We wished to use a language we were familiar in as it would speed up development time.

**Ability to record sessions:** This functionality will allow us to record evaluation sessions for further analysis.

**Web application:** A web application means the final system is platform-independent, which does not limit our choice of evaluation hardware.
Table 4.1: Comparison of a sample of videoconferencing tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open source:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well documented:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language familiarity:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to record sessions:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web application:</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to easily manipulate video:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BigBlueButton provided excellent documentation and a well-built system; however its architecture of more than six individual modules compared to OpenVidu’s four meant we opted to use the later due to more simplicity.

4.1.2 OpenVidu

This section provides a brief overview of the OpenVidu framework.

OpenVidu architecture

OpenVidu [22] is an open-source, videoconferencing framework built in Java. It provides a simple API, enabling developers to use high-level abstractions, such as sessions and publishers, without handling the media streams directly. OpenVidu applications typically only require four components for usable applications, as presented in Figure 4.2. Developers can then use the OpenVidu server and client libraries to handle the video streams, while focusing on the other functionality of their applications. The user server has full...
access to the OpenVidu API, while the user clients only have access to a particular video conference session.

Below, I summarise the role of each component in the architecture:

1. **OpenVidu Client and Server:** These provide an easy-to-use abstraction over the media streams and provide the ability to create rooms for video conferences.

2. **Kurento Media Server:** This is a popular, open-source, WebRTC media server which handles the transcoding, recording, mixing, routing and broadcasting of audiovisual flows [24].

3. **User Server:** The user server can control the creation of video conferences using the OpenVidu Java client.

4. **User Client:** The user client receives information from the user server about the video conference and interacts with the media streams using the OpenVidu Javascript clients.

**OpenVidu model**

OpenVidu provides three primary abstractions, which developers interact with to create their videoconferencing sessions.

1. **Session:** These represent video conference calls, all publishers and subscribers in a single session have access to each other’s streams. Only the user servers can create sessions servers. Once a session is created, the user server typically requests for each of its publishers and subscribers and issues them to the user clients.

2. **Publisher:** Publisher tokens give user clients the ability to join a session. Once joined, they can publish a single stream comprising of video, audio or both to the session. They will also be able to subscribe to other publishers in the same session.

3. **Subscriber:** Subscribers are publishers except they do not have the permission to publish their own media stream.

A typical session involves the user server setting up the video sessions, where options like recording and image filters can be enabled. Next, the user server creates tokens for all of the user clients: a typical videoconferencing application would create one token per user. Finally, the user clients connect to each session and subscribe to the incoming streams from the OpenVidu server.

OpenVidu includes two useful features that proved helpful for this project. Firstly, custom metadata can be sent with streams; this allows Spatial to send spatial information alongside the stream, rather than maintaining an additional data source to match both up. Secondly, users can selectively subscribe to different streams based on the metadata sent with each stream. Both these features meant that clients could read the metadata included with each stream and to decide whether if they require the incoming stream. This reduces the complexity of the implementation.
4.2 Evaluation design

Previous videoconferencing analyses have relied on either tasks such as the map task [39], focused on task efficiency or on a trust-based task such as the cooperative investment task [43].

As introduced in Chapter 2, the map task, typically performed in pairs, involves two similar maps distributed to each participant. However, only one map has a route marked on it, and also, landmarks found on both maps did not necessarily match (see Figure 2.5). The collective goal is to draw the path using the mode of communication.

This task is a poor choice for measuring group decision-making for several reasons:

1. **Focus on paired conversation:** The task was originally designed for two participants. A three-participant model can be achieved either by using two experts, each with a partial view of the map or three participants, each with a different section of the map. However, this reduces the amount of cross-study analysis that can be performed.

2. **Structured conversation:** The task, as shown in the evaluation, exhibits reduced turn-taking and fewer interruptions. Participants typically alternate based on which participant has the relevant part of the route. Interruptions only take place for clarification and confirmation; they are dependent mostly on the quality of the communication, rather the quality of the medium.

3. **Focus on paper:** Since the task is to complete the route, most of each subject’s focus is on the sheet, rather than the other participant. Therefore, any improvements to the video communication would only be used sparsely and therefore, its effects muted. Subjects would typically only look up at each other when they clarified a particular instruction.

These reasons present explanations why the aforementioned studies did not find a statistically significant difference in task performance and efficiency between the individual modes of communication.

Alternatives to the map task rely on task-specific knowledge [20]; or the subjects’ self-reporting on subjective measures [43], which cannot be standardised; or the group self-reporting on measures such as “confidence in the decision reached by the group” [53]. Therefore, it is important to design a task that can objectively measure team performance that does not require task-specific knowledge. Instead, it should comprise of reading and communicating information to other team members, skills that underlay multiple tasks.

4.2.1 Evaluation task

As a result, I have designed a new evaluation task, focused on exploring the dynamics of the hidden profile problem in a videoconferencing chat. Each participant is given their own character profile, our *unshared information*, with a brief description of who they are, and their own personal objectives from this task. Character profiles were kept short, to minimise the time that participants were taken away from the screen. In addition, they are each given another document, our *shared information*, which outlines the options for the group’s objectives. Finally, they are given the group’s objective.

Unlike other hidden profile problems, the search space of the group objective was large, reducing the chance of participants relying on pre-discussion biases [35]. Interdependent connections were included between different pieces of unshared information, this required participants to interact with each other to gain a broader understanding of both the
group’s objective and their own personal objectives. Connections among pieces of information are seen as critical in problem-solving research [61] and increasing the cognitive load of the group [62].

Two similar problems were designed to compare Spatial to alternative methods.

**Evaluation task 1**

Task 1 required the three participants, each with their own character profiles, to organise a dinner and drinks together the following week. They were each given a food and drink menu of the desired location as the shared information. The food and drink choices changed each day. The information for this task can be found in Appendix A.1

**Evaluation task 2**

Task 2 required the three participants, each with their own character profiles, to organise a board games night and drinks together the following week. They were each given a board games and drinks menu of the desired location as the shared information. The board games and drink choices changed each day. The information for this task can be found in Appendix A.2
Chapter 5

Implementation

This chapter describes the implementation of Spatial, a spatially faithful videoconferencing platform. The platform is split into two components: Spatial-Server, the server application, which creates and controls the environment and the users and Spatial-Client, the client-side website, used by the participants. Due to the close-coupling of their roles, the chapter does not emphasise functionality implemented in each component, unless stated otherwise.

Spatial has three primary functionalities and responsibilities:

1. Users can calibrate their individual sites to ensure there aren’t any spatial distortions
2. Users can setup spatially-faithful video conferences
3. It provides a management layer over OpenVidu to manage spatially faithful video-conferences.

This chapter presents the architecture of the system, and then describes of how these three functionalities are implemented.

COVID Notice: Unfortunately, because of restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, I was forced to complete my evaluation early due to the early closure of the University. Therefore, I was unable to implement all of the planned functionality and have deferred this to future work.

5.1 Application Overview

The architecture of Spatial, shown in Figure 5.1, is the same organisation as the basic OpenVidu architecture introduced in Section 4.1.2.

Spatial is a Java Spring application. Java Spring is a modular framework focused on creating enterpri-se-ready web applications [63]. Its large support base and my familiarity made it an obvious choice for this project. The implementation was built using Spring MVC, which follows the popular Model-View-Controller design [64].

The benefit of using the MVC design is that we can define a model of our spatial video conference, named SpatialSession, which is shared by Spatial-Server and Spatial-Client. This SpatialSession directly manages the data about the users in this call, the spatial re-
Figure 5.1: Architecture of Spatial with communication links with OpenVidu and Kurento Media Server

5.1.1 Communication between server and client applications

Spatial uses two methods to communicate between the server and client application.

1. **Templating:** Spatial uses the Thymeleaf [65] template engine to display the client-side webpages. Spatial-Server injects the model directly into the source code for Spatial-Client. This increases the prototyping speed as we do not need to design API endpoints for each part of the model.

2. **API:** Spatial-Server also exposes REST endpoints for dynamic loading and changes of content. The API is used by the client to submit model changes back to the server for it, as well as receive live updates without a page reload.

The following three sections discuss the main responsibilities of Spatial.

5.2 Calibration

To ensure each participant’s individual workspace is correctly set up, Spatial provides a process for users to calibrate their setups. This section describes how the calibration model (introduced in Section 3.3) is implemented in Spatial. Figure 5.3 shows the calibration process. For head pose estimation, we use FSA-NET, a neural network-based approach.

We implemented the face detection, and head pose measurement functionality in C++, as the maturity and stability of the desired libraries (OpenCV and Tensorflow) were much
higher, compared to Java. Therefore, once the Spatial-Server has received the data, we use the Java Native interface to communicate with the face detection and head pose measurement library. The Java Native interface [66] allows Java code to call and be called by native libraries and applications written in other languages.

![Screenshot of Spatial’s welcome page](image)

**Figure 5.2:** Screenshot of Spatial’s welcome page

We obtain the input data using a web form in Spatial-Client, which sends a Web POST request to an API endpoint in Spatial-Server.

Spatial-Client captures a webcam image, and draws it onto a Javascript canvas. The canvas is converted to an image and base64 encoded.

The monitor’s physical horizontal dimension is calculated by drawing an HTML element on the screen of a set physical size (e.g. 2cm). Then, we use its pixel width to calculate

![Dataflow diagram](image)

**Figure 5.3:** A dataflow diagram showing the functions required to calculate the field-of-view for each screen.

### 5.2.1 Obtaining input data

We obtain the input data using a web form in Spatial-Client, which sends a Web POST request to an API endpoint in Spatial-Server.

Spatial-Client captures a webcam image, and draws it onto a Javascript canvas. The canvas is converted to an image and base64 encoded.

The monitor’s physical horizontal dimension is calculated by drawing an HTML element on the screen of a set physical size (e.g. 2cm). Then, we use its pixel width to calculate
the pixels per inch ratio; we can then use the browser width to calculate the actual screen dimensions.

Finally, we ask the user to estimate and enter the distance between their head and the centre of the screen. We give advice on the size of common household objects, e.g. a sheet of paper. In a three-person setup, each participant uses two monitors, whose inner edge is adjacent to each other and therefore this distance (shown on Figure 3.7 and 3.8) should only need to be measured once.

### 5.2.2 Head detection

Our head pose measurement algorithm requires a cropped image of the individual’s head. Therefore, we use standard face detection algorithms to identify the individual’s head and crop it. OpenCV provides in-built classifiers for object detection. Spatial uses the local binary patterns histogram (LBPH) method, implemented in OpenCV.

If we cannot detect a face or detect more than one face, the calibration process is halted. To ensure that the entire head was captured, the cropping was performed on a box 10% larger than what was returned by the algorithm.

### 5.2.3 Head pose measurement

Next, we must determine the head pose angles before we can provide them to our calibration model. We opted to use a machine learning solution as it reports accurate results, without the use of specialised hardware or additional materials. Yang et al. [67] presented a method for head pose estimation through the use of their neural network: FSA-Net. Results published in the paper show that FSA-Net achieves the lowest average error for yaw and mean average than any of the other state-of-the-art methods. While previous methods typically ignore the spatial relationships between the features of a subject’s face, FSA-Net instead groups pixel-level features together to form more powerful region-level features.

While there are other publications with similar results, FSA-Net was chosen for the following reasons. First, the authors provided the source code of the work, making their results easily-reproducible and I didn’t have to waste time re-creating and re-training a similar model. Second, the system is implemented in Tensorflow, a framework, I am familiar with, reducing the amount of learning I required to adapt the model for this project. Third, they boast a small model size, around 100x smaller than those of previous methods, which is especially helpful, as memory on video-processing servers is typically scarce and therefore appreciated.

The FSA-Net Tensorflow model was exported as a Tensorflow Lite model for use in Spatial. Tensorflow Lite provides tools to export a model’s entire graph easily, leaving developers to only focus on the handling of the model’s inputs and outputs [68].

The first step was resizing the OpenCV image output from the face detection to 64x64. Secondly, the image channels of the image output were cycled since OpenCV stores images in BGR (Blue, Green, Red), instead of RGB (Red, Blue, Green), used by FSA-Net. Finally, we could convert the underlying image matrix into a Tensor, ready for FSA-Net.

Once the model has finished executing, it outputs an array with the three pose angles.
5.2.4 Calibration measurement

Finally, with head pose information, screen dimensions and the distance between the user and the edge of the screen, we can calculate the field-of-view. The calibration model presented in Section 3.3, is used to calculate the field-of-view and return it to the user. The user can then make adjustments of the angle of their monitor until the current field-of-view matches the desired one. Users are told to adjust the angle of their monitors, and thereby their webcam, pivoting around the centre point of their setup.

5.3 Creating spatially faithful environments

Unlike standard videoconferencing platforms which allow users to join, as they please, Spatial requires the video conference to remain in a spatially faithful state. Therefore, all participants information must join before the video conference can begin for any user. This section describes of the steps involved in creating the spatial environment.

Step 1: Waiting room

First, Spatial needs to be told the number of participants to create a new spatial video conference. The current version requires all participants to be active on the website before the rest of the setup can continue. Currently, co-located participants are required to use the same client to connect to the video conference.

Step 2: Generate environment plan

To create a spatial plan, we assign a random global order to all of the participants and then create a spatial connection between all non-colocated users.

After creating this spatially faithful environment, the server also determines the angles between each pair of participants. This information is used by the spatial audio processing.

Step 3: Setting up input and output devices

The generated environment plan is shown as a simple diagram to participants, so they have a visual idea of the environment they are virtually stepping into (see Figure 5.4).

Next, participants are required to set up their individual environments. Each participant was asked to select their desired audio input and output device. Finally, for each spatial connection, they selected the order of their webcams, from leftmost to right, to ensure that remote participants was receiving the correct feed. A screenshot of this panel is shown in Figure 5.5.

We realise this approach is very rigid. Users must all synchronously join the system, so that the system can create spatial connections. A better approach would be to adopt a dynamic setup, in which users can come and go as they please, and the system regenerates the spatial connection on change. We defer this to future work.

5.4 Managing spatially faithful videoconferencing

This section describes the implementation of the spatial video conference.
In *Spatial* video and audio inputs are treated separately, and each are assigned a *Publisher* entity. *Spatial-Server* sets up the OpenVidu videoconferencing sessions and creates publisher tokens for each of the participants using the OpenVidu Rest API.

Each browser window is responsible for a *SpatialConnection* with a remote participant, therefore it receives the video and audio streams from a remote participant (see Figure 5.6). Additionally, one of the browser windows sends the audio stream of the local participant.

### 5.4.1 Spatial metadata

OpenVidu allows JSON metadata alongside the stream to their clients. *Spatial-Server* embeds a list of the media stream’s recipients in this metadata. If the browsers’ ID is found in the recipient list (see Listing 5.7), then the *Spatial-Client* subscribes to the stream. If not, the stream is discarded, and no further media data is sent. The metadata also contains information about audio translation (see Section 5.4.3), dictating the position, for a given participant, where the audio stream should be located in 3D spatial space.

### 5.4.2 Browser Communication

Each monitor will have an open browser window, therefore, there are multiple *Spatial-Client* s running on a user’s machine. *Spatial-Client* uses Javascript’s BroadcastChannel interface to communicate between windows and tabs. This provides some useful features. For example, a user can use the mute button on any of the browser windows, even if the current window isn’t the window publishing. Additionally, if another browser context is not active, it can inform the user of any problems it detects.
5.4. MANAGING SPATIALLY FAITHFUL VIDEOCONFERRING

Audio Input
Sub. C’s Microphone

Default - Internal Microphone (Built-in)

Video Input
Sub. C’s Webcams
Camera 1 (Leftmost)

Full HD webcam (1bcf:2284)
CALIBRATE

Camera 2 (Rightmost)

Full HD webcam (1bcf:2284)
CALIBRATE

Audio Output
Sub. C’s Speaker

Default - Headphones (Built-in)

Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the environment setup screen for Sub. C. The participant is invited to set up their microphone, webcams and speaker.

Figure 5.6: A diagram showing the input and output streams of a typical Spatial participant’s browser windows.

5.4.3 Audio processing

This subsection discusses the audio processing functionality to ensure our audio streams are consistent with the visual spatial conference. Since each audio environment is location dependent, all processing is performed in Spatial-Client.
Input processing

Multi-channel (stereo) microphones tend to produce unwanted 3D audio effects, since they provide their own positional characteristics. This can create confusing and inconsistent spatial effects as the audio is translated again before it’s played for remote participants. To solve this we down-mix all audio channels and send a single channel stream to OpenVidu, this discards the channels, keeping only the frequencies. Specifically, Spatial-Client sends the microphone source to ChannelMergerNode, which combines all incoming channels into one output channel, before it is sent to OpenVidu.

Output processing

When a recipient receives an audio stream from a remote participant, Spatial-Client applies a 3D sound effect to move the audio to its correct position. Spatial uses the PannerNode API found in browsers to perform this transformation client-side. The API requires a 3D translation of the audio source. This is calculated using a smooth curve around the user based on the angle. The $y$ parameter is kept 0: all participants are at the same 3D spatial height:

For a given angle $\theta$, in radians:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x &= \sin(\theta) \\
  z &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
    \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} + \theta\right), & \text{for } \theta < \frac{\pi}{2} \\
    \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - \theta\right), & \text{for } \theta > \frac{\pi}{2}
  \end{array} \right. 
\end{align*}
$$

where $\theta$ is the relative angle between a pair of participants in the spatial environment.

Limitations

Audio in Spatial is not strictly spatially consistent because of the use of a single microphone. Unlike previous work, we used one microphone per individual rather than one

Listing 5.7: Example JSON of the Spatial Metadata sent alongside media streams.
microphone per spatial connection. While laptop webcams are typically found at the top centre of the screens, microphones have no standard placement, making any calibration efforts complicated. Subjects are unlikely to have a secondary microphone at home.

The main limitation of this approach is the inability of the speaker to regulate the volume of their speech for different participants purposely. This removes the possibility for side conversations since participants cannot use the direction of their head to change the amount of sound that is sent to particular participants, e.g. leaning in. Future work could enable this ability through explicit user muting or simulating directionality through the use of head pose detection from the webcams.

5.4.4 Network engineering

Isotropic videoconferencing is network-intensive by nature. For every remote participant, a user must both send a new video feed and receive a video and audio feed from them. We identified two key factors that improve user satisfaction, by changing bandwidth allocation, from previous literature [69]. Firstly, ensuring a minimum quality of service for audio, then improving video quality as much as possible.

Prioritisation of audio streams

OpenVidu enables adaptive bitrate for all media streams, indiscriminately. However, we want to ensure guaranteed flow for audio streams as users place a minimum service of audio much higher than video.

To implement this functionality, we edited the source of OpenVidu. For all audio streams, we disabled Kurento’s variable transcoding of the stream. We also set a minimum send bandwidth of 28 kilobits per second for audio streams and 0 for video streams, so ensure that audio streams are given a dedicated bandwidth part. ¹

Increasing the bandwidth of the browser

Browsers, by default, apply a limit on the amount of bandwidth by a WebRTC connection to avoid wasting resources in the user endpoints and save money reducing bandwidth usage on the servers. On Google Chrome’s browser, this is 2Mbps.

Spatial’s upload bandwidth is typically larger than typical videoconferencing applications which only transmit one video and one audio stream. Therefore, Spatial-Client overrode the setup of the WebRTC peers and increased their AS:BITRATE and TIAS:BITRATE attributes which dictate the max bandwidth for Chrome and Firefox and increased them to 10 Mbps.

5.5 Package overview

Spatial uses the Maven package manager to manage library dependencies. To streamline the development process, both Spatial’s Java and C++ code are compiled during Maven’s build process. Spatial includes an example self-signed certificate as access to webcams and microphones requires an SSL certificate. Spatial also includes the modified versions of OpenVidu client and server used for network performance benefits.

¹According to Opus documentation, the audio codec used by all major browsers, 28 kbps provides full-band audio for VoIP [70].
To help the future deployment and the evaluation setup, we created a setup script, which installed system dependencies, such as Kurento Media Server and related modules. Java MVC requires a minimum amount of entropy in /dev/random for session management, which is also checked as part of the setup script. We tested the system to run both on macOS (10.15) and Ubuntu (18.04).
Chapter 6

Evaluation

This section introduces and presents the results of a user study to assess whether team performance and conversation analysis are affected through the use of a spatially faithful videoconferencing system.

COVID Notice: Unfortunately, because of self-isolation due to COVID-19 symptoms, shortly followed by the UK Government’s Stay at Home advice, I was unable to test the desired number of participants. Additionally, some groups could only test the control system, not Spatial, the target system. Finally, we would have liked to compare both systems with a face-to-face interaction, however the social distancing guideline prohibited this. Due to this, the evaluation was necessarily limited.

6.1 Hypothesis

Chapter 2 presented evidence, from prior work, that the addition of spatial faithfulness to videoconferencing, increased participants’ awareness of visual cues resulting in more efficient conversations and increased task performance. While we cannot directly calculate the effectiveness of group decision-making using quantitative measures, previous work [2, 6, 40] has shown that with specialised setups, groups complete tasks faster and have more efficient conversations. In this chapter, we evaluate whether these same gains can be obtained using Spatial, which relies only on off-the-shelf components.

Therefore, we hypothesise that groups using Spatial will exhibit these same characteristics: groups will complete tasks faster and have more efficient conversations. By testing these two hypotheses, we can evaluate whether using spatially faithful videoconferencing in work-from-home environments will help group decision-making.

Unfortunately, there is not a set definition of the characteristics that make a conversation efficient. Following previous work, we use face-to-face conversations as our ideal situation since this provides the maximum amount of visual and verbal information. We can then evaluate the effectiveness of our system by comparing the conversations, using Spatial replicate the characteristics of a face-to-face conversation.

Unfortunately, we were unable to carry out face-to-face comparisons of our own, due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, we rely on Boyle and Henderson’s [6] study which compares the map task between different conversation contexts. We could not use any other studies because they either performed a different evaluation type, used different
conversation types \cite{21,31} or did not provide quantitative data \cite{2}. While the map task contains some drawbacks, as outlined in our Evaluation design (see Section 4.2), it is the closest and most documented cooperative task in research, hence our decision.

6.2 Method

6.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the University of Cambridge’s Department of Computer Science and Technology and from Jesus College, Cambridge. All participants signed a consent form for their conversations to be recorded. Nine individuals took part in this study; (three groups). One group completed a within-subjects design, the other two groups only performed the control experiment. All participants reported using well-known videoconferencing systems, such as Zoom, Skype and Jitsi multiple times before the experiment. Participants comprised of six males and three females, ranging in age from 21 to 23.

We conducted a statistical power analysis for an F-test using G*Power. The power analysis allows us to calculate the minimum number of subjects needed in a study. We planned a repeated measures, within-between interaction ANOVA study. Similar to previous literature \cite{71}, we assumed a small medium effect ($f = .25$) and power set to .80. Using the different conversation analysis types, as the outcome variables (10 measurements) the analysis determined that 14 triads (42 individuals) would need to take part in this study. Unfortunately, a University-wide closure of buildings meant that we were unable to gather enough participants for 14 trials.

6.2.2 Control system

The Control System is the non-isotropic videoconferencing system used as the comparison of “standard videoconferencing applications”. We used the OpenVidu Basic Webinar application from the OpenVidu Demos repository \cite{72}.

By using the same OpenVidu application as Spatial, we reduce the potential number of covariates in our study, to ensure our results are because of a difference in system quality. This also simplified testing, since we only required one videoconferencing server installed.

6.2.3 Target system

The Target System is the isotopic videoconferencing system introduced in the previous chapter: Spatial.

6.2.4 Experiment design

Server setup

All experiments used a DigitalOcean virtual machine, with 2 cores and 2GB of memory, which OpenVidu’s load testing documentation indicated was more than sufficient \cite{73}. We verified that during our tests, our virtual machine never reached over 80% CPU & memory utilisation. All experiments were recorded using OpenVidu’s inbuilt recording functionality, which created individual video and audio files for each participant.
6.2. METHOD

Experiment setup

The experiments were performed remotely in separate rooms, in which each participant used laptop devices (see Table 6.1). For the spatially faithful system, external monitors were used in addition to the laptop setups. These monitors and webcams were described in Table 6.2. The webcam quality was set to 720p HD in all experiments, and all internet connections were tested pre-experiment to ensure that their speed was sufficient. Participants in each group were familiar with each other pre-experiment and had the opportunity to discuss any questions or concerns about the task with the moderator privately, before starting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make &amp; Model</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Screen Size</th>
<th>Webcam Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macbook Air 13&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13 inches (33.02cm)</td>
<td>720p HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macbook Pro 13&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13 inches (33.02cm)</td>
<td>720p HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macbook Pro 15&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15 inches (38.10cm)</td>
<td>720p HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell XPS 13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13 inches (33.02cm)</td>
<td>720p HD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Breakdown of laptop devices used in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor Make</th>
<th>Screen Size</th>
<th>Webcam Make</th>
<th>Webcam Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
<td>23 inches (58.4cm)</td>
<td>Sandstrom</td>
<td>1080p HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>25 inches (63.5cm)</td>
<td>Sandstrom</td>
<td>1080p HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>23 inches (58.4cm)</td>
<td>Logitech</td>
<td>1080p HD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Breakdown of external monitors and webcam combinations used.

Task setup

Participants were assigned to groups of three. Each group was given one of the two hidden profile tasks, described in Section 4.2.1. All participants were given the shared information for the hidden profile task and made aware of the difference between the shared and unshared information. Each participant was randomly assigned a role and given the unshared information for that role. Each participant was provided with a notepad for any brief notes they have during the discussion. The experiment took about 20 minutes, split between pre-discussion reading time and the actual discussion.

6.2.5 Coding method

The first and last five turns and all interactions with the moderator were excluded from the analysis to avoid bias in opening and closing sequences and conversation type. The audio files from each conversation were then transcribed, noting the occurrences of backchannels, interruptions, overlapping speech and handovers. Each turn was assigned a start and end time, and the number of words per turn were noted as well. We did not code phonetic information (e.g. pitch level or a drawl on the final syllable); however, questions were used to denote the type of explicit handover. Sentences were transcribed as they were spoken, including any syntactical errors and speech disfluencies (e.g. “huh”, “erm”, “so”). In the small number of cases where it could not be ascertained if the utterance was intelligible or not, the turn’s word count was excluded from the wider analysis. Since we were not able to carry out significance tests, we opted not to use multiple judges to code the recordings.

As audio was recorded at all locations separately, assessments of simultaneous speech were analysed at source rather than the destination. While the audio transmission lag
was negligible \(^1\), we do not rule out the possibility that both parties would unknowingly be speaking at the same time.

**Transcript key**

The transcriptions were created using widely-used conventions from Atkinson and Heritage (1984) [74]. We provide a relevant overview for the reader:

- [ ] A single left square bracket indicates the point of overlap
- = Equal signs at the end of one line and the beginning of the next, indicate no gap between the two lines
- ( ) Empty parentheses indicate the transcriber’s inability to hear that was said.
- (word) Parenthesized words are especially dubious hearings.

**Coding turns**

Coding a *turn* in practice is difficult since it typically requires inference of what a subject is attempting to do. For example, a verbal backchannel may occur at the same time a new participant is attempting to gain the floor, e.g.

A: ...is that right?
B: [yeah
C: [but I thought..

In this instance, the transcriber must determine whether participant B intended to take the floor or rather, it was merely a verbal backchannel. Turns can overlap. If another participant interrupts and gains control of the floor, forcing the first participant to stop talking, then their turns will overlap.

A: So if we choose Wednesday for [drinks then
B: [wait no what happens if...

Turns were given to participants who successfully gain full control of the floor. For example, if there is a simultaneous start, the participant who subsequently keeps the floor is given the turn. If simultaneous conversation occurs for longer than four words, then the turn is given only once the participant has gained control, i.e. long stretches of people talking one another are classified as no turn.

**6.2.6 Dependent variables**

The hypothesis under test concern the dependence of the existence of spatial cues on task performance and conversation efficiency. Apart from task duration, a range of other variables were measured to characterise the differences between the conversations on the control and target system. As each test group varied in the number of turns for completion (see Table 6.3), the conversation analysis features are given as rate per 100 turns.

**Task Performance:** Determined by the duration it took for each group to complete the task. A shorter duration indicated a more efficient group. Task duration was defined as the time elapsed between the start of the first turn and the end of the last turn.

**Auditory backchannels rate**

\(^1\)This was verified by collecting the WebRTC statistics from the Kurento Media Server
6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Interruptions rate

Overlaps rate: Overlaps were split into their different types: Simultaneous Starts, Floorholding and Projection/Completion

Handovers rate: Handovers were split into their different types: Direct Addressing, Tag Questions, Elliptics and Social Identities

6.3 Results

This section discusses the results of the user study. As fewer number of groups performed the study than was required by the power analysis, we do not perform any significance tests.

6.3.1 Overview

While three groups took part in our study, only one group (Group 3) could test both systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of Turns</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Overview of the tests conducted and the duration of each.

6.3.2 Turn analysis

This subsection provides a short overview of the conversation styles used by the different groups. Figure 6.4 shows the differences between the turns in each experiment. Except for Experiment 1, we can see there is negligible difference between the number of words
per turn between all experiments. This highlights an increased efficiency of conversation using \textit{Spatial}, as while the number of words per turn was similar, the number of turns required to reach the correct answer was less.

Compared to the two other control experiments, experiment 1 produced a low number of turns. This is because the participants opted to share all of their constraints upfront rather than an investigative approach taken in the other experiments. This yielded turns with far more words per turn than the other experiments. The following example shows a typical interaction in Experiment 1 and Experiment 3. The first shows the lecture-like style, where speakers supply large amounts of uninterrupted information (see Excerpt 6.3.1).

\begin{verbatim}
A: I apparently have no car seemingly erm I have a delivery coming this week, erm a new phone it needs to be on either tuesday or sunday so I need to keep one of those two days free but it doesn't matter which of them
B: tuesday or sunday okay
A: yeah and erm if its thursday or friday then I will be bringing a plus one
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
A: is there? B? B do you have a partner?
B: yeah my partner is gonna come on friday if we do it on friday
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
Experiment 1
A: on what day does your partner come? C
C: my partner is visiting over the weekend, so if dinner dinner or drinks is on friday or sunday they will come along
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
A: is there? B? B do you have a partner?
B: yeah my partner is gonna come on friday if we do it on friday
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
Experiment 3
A: on what day does your partner come? C
C: my partner is visiting over the weekend, so if dinner dinner or drinks is on friday or sunday they will come along
\end{verbatim}

Excerpt 6.3.1

6.3.3 Task performance

The average duration was 539 seconds for the three control experiments and 257 for the single target experiment. This result provides some evidence for the increased task efficiency of group decision-making under spatial conditions, though this would need to be verified with more experiments.

6.3.4 Auditory backchannels

Since videoconferencing applications typically incur a minor delay, backchannels typically drop when fewer visual cues are communicated by a channel [31]. Late-arriving backchannels are typically detrimental as its communicative impact is reduced and may disrupt the speaker at the remote location by its late arrival. Table 6.5 shows that the rate of auditory backchanneling is higher under the spatially faithful conditions (19.80 compared to 17.13).
## 6.3. RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Duration</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory Backchannels</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>17.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overlaps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous Starts</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floorholding</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>24.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handovers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Identities</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptics</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Questions</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Addressing</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.48</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Overview of the dependent variables. Rates given per 100 turns. Control is an average of the three groups, while Target is the results of Group 3’s test.

### 6.3.5 Interruptions

A common finding in previous literature [75,76] is that face-to-face conversations increase the number of interruptions, compared to video-mediated conversation. However, these works focus on fairly open-ended discussions and debates. One interpretation suggests that systems which convey more visual cues lead to fewer interruptions as participants can read others more accurately, and therefore time their interruptions to ensure success [16]. These interjections may turn into a projection of the end of turn rather than an interruption mid-turn. In either case, a decrease in the number of interruptions leads to more fluid conversations. The target system exhibits a lower rate of interruptions than the control.

### 6.3.6 Overlaps

While the spatially faithful system reduced the number of simultaneous starts and floorholding, the number of projections increased. This reduction in simultaneous starts and floorholding can be attributed to gaze. In the spatially faithful experiment, subjects often used gaze to hand the floor over to others, which reduced the number of simultaneous starts.

Excerpt 6.3.2 compares a similar conversation from Experiment 2 and 4.

**Experiment 2**

A: Do you guys have partners out of interest?

B: I do have a partner

C: [I do
A:  
(Gaze at B)  
sunday my partner would come,  
would anyone else’s partner come  
on sunday?

Experiment 4

B:  
No

A:  
(Gaze at C)

C:  
No, I don’t have a partner

Excerpt 6.3.2

Here we can see that the use of gaze in experiment 4, removes the simultaneous speech, leading to a more successful interaction. The reduction in simultaneous starts and floorholding indicates a more efficient conversation. Simultaneous starts are regarded as speaker switching breakdowns.

Subjects under Spatial also used projection and gaze to help with the turn negotiations. While projection occurred in all experiments, the use of the spatially faithful system meant participants would often use projection to take over the turn (see Excerpt 6.3.3). The subjects would use gaze to aid tagged questions which did not have an obvious recipient from the dialogue alone.

A:  
(Gaze at B)

...drinks you can only  
[do tuesday?]

Experiment 4

B:  
[drinks come before games...]

Excerpt 6.3.3

This overall increase in the number of overlaps is consistent with some previous work. Werkhoven et al. [2] reported an increase in the number of overlaps of their isotropic system over face to face and their non-isotropic system, however, they provide no explanation for this occurrence or breakdown into types of overlaps.

6.3.7 Handovers

Overall, we can see no difference in the total number of handovers between the spatially faithful system and the control system (see Table 6.5). However, the decomposition of handover types is not similar for both systems. The spatially faithful system shows increases in elliptics and tagged questions, but a decrease in direct addressing.

We can attribute this decrease in direct addressing; participants would instead use elliptics or tagged questions to handover the floor and use their gaze to indicate the addressee. This effect is also shown in Excerpt 6.3.2. This contributed to more efficient conversations as participants in Spatial used fewer names in turn negotiation.
6.4 Discussion

We compare the results of our study with the documented comparison of face-to-face conversation and video-mediated discussion presented in literature [6] in Table 6.6. As we could not perform significance testing, we present these comparisons at face-value. Unfortunately, the study did not cover all of the measured values in our study, so we are constrained to only five comparison data points.

Our first hypothesis is that groups using the spatially faithful system will complete the task faster. We can see that the results in Table 6.5, provide supporting evidence for this conclusion.

Our second hypothesis is that conversations under the spatially faithful system will be more efficient due to the increase of visual cues made available to them. We align our results to the comparison of the conversation characteristics between a face-to-face conversation and standard videoconferencing. Since we cannot directly compare our results, as the task type heavily influences the conversation characteristics, we compare our relative relationships since both studies compared to a standard videoconferencing application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Our Results</th>
<th>Boyle et al.’s Results</th>
<th>Supports Hypothesis?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of Turns</td>
<td>SC &lt; VC</td>
<td>FTF &lt; VC</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per Turn</td>
<td>SC &gt; VC</td>
<td>FTF &gt; VC</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory Backchannels</td>
<td>SC &lt; VC</td>
<td>FTF &lt; VC</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
<td>SC &lt; VC</td>
<td>FTF &lt; VC</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlaps</td>
<td>SC &gt; VC</td>
<td>FTF &lt; VC</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Observed differences in conversation characteristics and channel properties of our user study, and of Boyle et al. [6] study, comparing videoconferencing and face-to-face conversation for cooperative problem-solving tasks. Final column states whether results support our hypothesis. Key: SC = Spatial videoconferencing, VC = Standard videoconferencing, FTF = Face-to-face

For four out of five of our comparisons, we see that our results support our hypothesis.

As previously discussed, increase in overlaps under Spatial videoconferencing can be attributed to the large increase in the rate of projections: subjects used projection and gaze to help with the turn negotiations. While projection occurred in all experiments, the use of the spatially faithful system meant participants would often use projection to take over the turn (see Excerpt 6.3.3).
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis studied whether the addition of spatial cues to commodity videoconferencing application improves group decision-making. We presented a new videoconferencing application, Spatial, with a description of the design choices and implementation details. Additionally, a comparison of the previous evaluation techniques were critically evaluated and new tasks were designed and evaluated based on group decision-making research.

The system was evaluated with a series of experiments, with triad sessions. The results showed that, compared to a gallery-view videoconferencing application, our system yielded better conversation patterns. Groups using Spatial, compared to the standard system, took less time per turn, required fewer turns to complete the task, and interrupted each other less.

While all participants reported using videoconferencing systems, indicating some familiarity; Spatial’s users only less than two minutes with the system before starting the exercise. This could indicate some bias to the status quo, where users aren’t familiar with using spatial cues in videoconferencing. Long-term studies have shown that familiarity with a video-communication system can increase the efficiency of the participants over a system [77].

While our results were not conclusive, the study indicates that the successes of spatially faithful videoconferencing, reported in previous studies [2] using expensive hardware, could be achieved in a work-from-home environment. As more and more individuals and organisations look to working from home permanently [78], it is important that we ensure that our tools allow us to do so effectively.

7.1 Future Work

When designing and developing Spatial, there were several potential extensions we considered however due to limitations was not able to implement or evaluate.
7.1. FUTURE WORK

- **Gaze redirection:** Instead of correcting all misaligned gaze back at the webcam, one could apply an offset to their eyes, so they could create eye-contact with remote participant. One could determine, using calibration, the angle between the eyes and the remote participant’s position on the screen using eye gaze algorithms, then use the calculated offset to adjust their eyes. Kurento Media Server can apply OpenCV filters to media streams. A filter could then determine whether a face is shown in a video stream and apply the correct gaze offset, server-side. Although a solution for this functionality was designed and developed as part of this project, due to time and hardware constraints we could not test this functionality as part of our evaluation.

- **Media Priority:** A new WebRTC Priority Control API is being drafted, which will allow clients to manipulate the queueing priority of outgoing packets [79]. If used in conjunction with a form of gaze detection, we could dynamically prioritise the video stream that a participant is looking at, saving both bandwidth and increasing user satisfaction.

- **Curved Monitors:** While curved monitors currently have a low take-up, their falling prices could make them an attractive option in the future. *Spatial* could easily support these monitors by displaying multiple participants in one browser window.

- **Dynamic Spatial Environments:** Currently, environments are statically created and users cannot join once one has started. A more user-friendly option is a dynamic environment, similar to existing videoconferencing applications, where users can leave and join as they please. This would require a large change to the OpenVidu system, since currently clients cannot subscribe to a stream once they reject it.

- **Reducing the number of webcams:** The exponential nature of isotropic videoconferencing means that large conferences require lots of equipment. While, an additional monitor, up to a point, will increase the productivity of an individual, an additional webcam would typically be only used for isotropic videoconferencing.

Here I present two future extensions of reducing the number of webcams for each participant:

1. **View Morphing** is a technique to generate images from a different viewpoint given existing viewpoints [80]. However, classical methods that rely exclusively on image information, are sensitive to changes in visibility & light, and typically require precise calibration for accurate results. Methods using deep neural networks have been designed, which are a lot more forgiving, however, still cannot properly deal with different illumination and colour characteristics [81]. This can be a major problem in home office environments which rely more on natural light, than commercial offices, creating uneven light distributions.

2. **Generative Query Networks** take images taken from different viewpoints and create an abstract description of the scene [82]. While in their infancy, they could prove an effective method of re-creating *lost information* and dealing with different illumination characteristics that view morphing methods may fail at.

We hope that these directions can be studied in the future.
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Appendix A

Evaluation Task

A.1 Evaluation Task 1

A.1.1 Shared Information

Background
Three friends, Jessica, Lauren and Kenny are trying to organise a dinner and drinks together at their favourite place: David’s next week. However, they each have their own prior commitments, so you must work together to make sure everyone is happy.

Rules
- Dinner and drinks are on different nights
- They will only do one thing a night, i.e. no drinks at dinner, therefore food options do not matter on the drinks night and vice versa

David’s Menu
Monday: Food: Risotto (vegan options available) Drinks: Wine, Beer, Cider
Tuesday: Food: Pizza (vegan options available) Drinks: Wine, Beer, Cocktails
Wednesday: Food: Burgers (vegan options available) Drinks: Beer, Wine, Cocktails
Thursday: Food: Steak Drinks: Happy Hour Cocktails!
Friday: Food: Pasta (vegan options available) Drinks: Everything
Saturday: Food: Brunch (vegan options available) Drinks: Wine, Prosecco
Sunday: Food: Roast Drinks: Wine, Cider, Cocktails

A.1.2 Participant 1
Jessica is a Regional Manager at BCG. She has no dietary requirements and no drink requirements. Jessica goes to the gym twice a week in the evenings. However, she can only gym on Monday to Thursday. Jessica can gym after dinner, if it isn’t burgers and definitely cannot gym after drinks. Jessica has her car in the shop until Tuesday, however
she can get the tube from work to David’s. Jessica states that dinner must come earlier in
the week than drinks and can’t happen on consecutive days. Jessica is a maid of honour
at her best friends’ wedding on Saturday and will be unavailable all day. Her partner
is coming to visit over the weekend, so if dinner or drinks is on Friday or Sunday, her
partner will come along.

Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Gym Days (2):

A.1.3 Participant 2

Lauren is a content creator for her own company. Laurent has recently turned vegan
but has no restrictions on what she can drink. Lauren works from home and will need
a lift from either Jessica or Kenny to dinner or drinks. Lauren also has new equipment
arriving this week, she can schedule it for either Tuesday or Sunday evening. If a delivery
is arriving, she cannot do anything else that evening. If dinner or drinks is on Thursday
or Friday, her partner insists they will come to spend time with Lauren.

Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Delivery Day:

A.1.4 Participant 3

Kenny is a salesman for Facebook. Kenny arrives from his business trip on Monday and
will be too tired to organise something on that day. Kenny’s car is in perfect condition.
Kenny will eat/drink anything. Kenny also has a date this week, but will need to organise
it for either Thursday or Sunday. Kenny has a client meeting on Friday morning, and
cannot be hungover for it, i.e. no drinks on Thursday evening. Kenny is the only single
one and will only come if he is not 5th wheeling, i.e. no other partners are attending.

Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Date Day:

A.2 Evaluation Task 2

A.2.1 Shared Information

Background
Three friends, Mark, Barnett and Amber are trying to organise a games night and drinks
together at their favourite board games cafe: David’s next week. However, they each have
their own prior commitments, so you must work together to make sure everyone is happy.

Rules

- Games and drinks are on different nights
- They will only do one thing a night, i.e. no drinks at dinner, therefore food options
don’t matter on the drinks night and vice versa
If games is arranged on Thursday or Sunday, they will require an even number of people to play (incl. partners).

David Boozy Boardgames's Menu
Monday: Games: Monopoly Drinks: Wine, Beer, Cider
Tuesday: Games: Darts Drinks: Wine, Beer, Cocktails
Wednesday: Games: Mind the Gap, the tube game Drinks: Beer, Wine, Cocktails
Thursday: Games: Chess (even numbers only) Drinks: Happy Hour Cocktails!
Friday: Games: Snakes and Ladders Drinks: Everything
Saturday: Games: Puzzles Drinks: Wine, Prosecco
Sunday: Games: Checkers (even numbers only) Drinks: Wine, Cider, Cocktails

A.2.2 Participant 1
Mark is a Regional Manager at McKinsey. He has no game preferences and no drink requirements. Mark has his car in the shop from Saturday, however she can get the tube from work to David’s. Mark plays squash twice a week in the evenings. However, he can only go to squash on weekdays. Mark is going to visit his parents on Friday, so will be out of town for games, but might be able to get back for drinks.

Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Squash Days (2):

A.2.3 Participant 2
Barnett is an influencer. Barnett likes any games and has no restrictions on what he can drink. Barnett has a one-day off-site on Wednesday and will be too tired to organise something on that day. Barnett works from home and will need a lift from either Mark or Amber to dinner or drinks. Barnett also has new equipment arriving this week, he can schedule it for either Tuesday or Friday evening. If a delivery is arriving, he cannot do anything else that evening. If dinner or drinks is on Wednesday or Friday, her partner insists they will come to spend time with Barnett.

Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Delivery Day:

A.2.4 Participant 3
Amber is a salesman for Facebook. Amber only likes drinking cocktails, she won’t drink anything else Amber states that drinks must come earlier in the week than games and can’t happen on consecutive days. Amber has agreed to loan a car to a friend on either Monday or Sunday Amber has a client meeting on Friday morning, and cannot be hungover for it, i.e. no drinks on Thursday evening. Amber’s partner is coming to visit over the weekend, so if games or drinks is on Friday or Sunday, her partner will come along.
Dinner Day:
Drinks Day:
Loan Day:
Appendix B

Spatial Model

SpatialSession

| id : string |
| noOfParticipants : int |
| computers : SpatialComputers [] |

SpatialComputer

| id : string |
| screenType : ScreenType |
| spatialUsers : SpatialUsers [] |

SpatialConnection

| id : string |
| angle : int |
| webcam : string |
| viduVideoToken : string |

≪enum≫

ScreenType

| FLAT |
| CURVED |

SpatialUser

| id : string |
| orderNumber : int |
| name : string |
| spatialConnections : SpatialConnection [] |
| audioInput : string |
| audioOutput : string |
| viduAudioToken : string |